Fundamental Range Rules:
ALWAYS keep firearms pointed in a safe direction downrange - Treat every firearm as if it is loaded.
ALWAYS keep firearms at the firing line unloaded with the action open until you are ready to shoot.
ALWAYS keep your finger off the trigger until you are aiming at your target and ready to fire.
ALWAYS understand how to use your firearm. Ask a staff member if you need help with your firearm.
ALWAYS unload your firearm at the firing line and ensure it is clear before exiting the range.

General Range Rules:
ALWAYS wear eye and ear protection while inside the range, and while entering and exiting.
NEVER cross the firing line or reach in front of the shooting benches for any reason.
NO shooting any part of the range equipment, ceiling, walls or floor. Shooters are liable and will be
charged for any damage done to the range, whether intentional or accidental.
NO firing of tracer, black/green tipped, armor piercing, steel core, bi-metal or incendiary ammunition.
NO firing of Muzzle loading or Black powder firearms (Damages ventilation equipment).
NO shotgun shells other than slugs are allowed.
NO prone, kneeling or sitting on the floor while shooting.
NO drawing and firing from a holster.
NO food or drinks are allowed inside the range.
NO smoking, vaping or tobacco use while inside the range.
NO use of alcohol or drugs prior to or during shooting - Including medications that cause impairment.
NO cross lane firing. Only shoot your own target.
NO shooting of non-paper targets.
NO pregnant women allowed in the range for health and safety reasons.
Minors under the age of 18 must be supervised by their parent or legal guardian.
Remember to wash your face and hands after shooting with D-Lead soap and cold water.
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